**Worksheet 11. Which word doesn’t belong?**

Check the word that does not belong in each group.

1. O small  O large  O huge  O big
2. O fan  O engine  O gas  O air conditioner
3. O oven  O stove  O bed  O refrigerator
4. O quit  O stop  O end  O begin
5. O deer  O bear  O bird  O tiger
6. O funny  O frank  O honest  O truthful
7. O hair  O wrist  O ankle  O knee
8. O twist  O turn  O blow  O curve
9. O sad  O mad  O unhappy  O depressed
10. O brain  O heart  O muscles  O engine
11. O straight  O twisted  O turned  O curved
12. O oxygen  O air  O water  O carbon dioxide